Please note: In addition to the text and vote counts of the official actions taken by the Commission, these minutes may contain
summaries of comments that were made and discussions that took place at the meeting. Such summaries are not intended to be a
verbatim account of the meeting.

Advisory Neighborhood Commission 1C
Adams Morgan
Minutes of December 2, 2015
I. Call to Order and Introduction of Commissioners
A regularly scheduled meeting of Advisory Neighborhood Commission 1C was held on December 2, 2015
at Mary’s Center. Chair Simpson called the meeting to order at 7:04 pm. Approximately 27 members of
the public attended. In attendance were Commissioners Hector Huezo (1C02), Ted Guthrie (1C03),
Gabriela Mossi (1C04), Alan Gambrell (1C05), Billy Simpson (1C06), Wilson Reynolds (1C07), and
JonMarc Buffa (1C08).
II. Officers’ Reports
a. Chair’s Report
Chair Simpson did not have a report.
b. Secretary’s Report
i. Minutes for November 4, 2015 meeting
Commissioner Guthrie moved to approve the minutes for the November 4, 2015 monthly ANC 1C
meeting. Commissioner Simpson seconded the motion that then passed by a vote of 6 to 0.
(Commissioner Mossi had not yet arrived.)
c. Treasurer’s Report
Commissioner Gambrell reported that he submitted the final financial report for the current fiscal
year.
III. Commissioner Announcements/Comments
a. Police Report for PSA 303
Lieutenant Mike Whiteside gave an overview of crime statistics for PSA 303 with comparisons to the
previous year. He said the number of robberies was very high over the summer, but has come back
down a bit since then. Lt. Whiteside said numbers were also up for burglaries, but robberies was the
th
highest category and that a majority of them were in and around 18 Street.
Commissioners asked about numbers on gun recovery; assignment of officers city-wide; patrolling on
side streets; theft of packages around Christmas time; checkpoints over the holidays for alcohol use by
drivers; and where burglaries most frequently occur.
Members of the public asked about gun use in robberies; robberies by two or three people working
together; and where they can get copies of the statistics.
b. December Committee Meetings
Chair Simpson announced that the ABC and Public Safety Committee meeting and the Public
Services and the Environment Committee meeting would be cancelled for December.
i. Planning, Zoning, and Transportation Committee
Commissioner Buffa reviewed items for the December 16 Planning, Zoning, and Transportation
Committee meeting. He noted that the Coalition for Smart Growth proposal is on the agenda again
because the DC government’s debate on this issue has been postponed.
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Chair Simpson noted that discussion of proposed renovations to 2341 Ashmead Place had been
added to the PZT agenda. Commissioner Huezo explained that the developer is proposing
extending the building in the back and adding space on top.
c. Commissioner Announcements
 Commissioner Gambrell reported that he attended a helpful briefing with the DC Attorney
General for ANC members; and he thanked the rodent control crew DC Department of Health
for the great work they are doing.
 Commissioner Guthrie reported that the city is still recruiting for the snow team to help those
who cannot shovel their own snow and gave contact information for those willing to help.
 Commissioner Mossi announced a Christmas event including a visit from Santa in Lamont
Park in Mount Pleasant on Saturday, December 5 at 1 pm after the farmers’ market.
 Commissioner Huezo announced that there would be a community meeting on Saturday,
December 5 at 11 AM with the architect planning renovations for 2341 Ashmead Place. He
also announced that sweaters that were collected to remember those who lost their lives to
violence in DC this year would be assembled in an art installation on Saturday, December 12
th
at the corner of 19 and Belmont Road followed by a moment of silence. The sweaters would
then be donated to a homeless shelter.
 Commissioner Buffa announced that there was a procedural setback in ANC 1C’s appeal
before the Board of Zoning Adjustment regarding a construction project at 1636 Argonne
Place. He explained that the BZA dismissed the ANC’s appeal before the BZA on the
argument that the ANC had already been treated as a party in a prior appeal. The ANC is not
legally permitted to appeal the decision to the Court of Appeals, but the other formal appellant
could pursue that approach if desired.

IV. Public Announcements / Comments
 Andrew Ramonas, co-editor of Borderstan, introduced himself and said their blog covers events
and crime in the surrounding neighborhoods. He announced that Borderstan would be holding a
happy hour on Tuesday, December 15 at Sudhouse on U Street and invited everyone to attend.
 A representative from Councilmember Nadeau’s office thanked Commissioner Gambrell for his
hard work in rodent abatement; reported on a project to give out turkeys to public housing
residents and hold a lunch for seniors on Thanksgiving; and gave a brief overview of upcoming
hearings.
 Denis James, President of the Kalorama Citizens’ Association, invited everyone to the KCA
holiday party on Thursday, December 17 at Meze.
 Chris Otten announced a gathering at the Martin Luther King Library auditorium on December 12
at 2:30 pm on how to stop displacement of residents in DC. He said it is being sponsored by DC
for Reasonable Development and other organizations.
 Ben Case of Mayor Bowser’s office reported on a project in the Office of Planning and Economic
Development dealing with affordable housing in Ward 1and encouraged everyone to sign the
pledge to end homelessness.
 Kristen Barden, Executive Director of the Adams Morgan Partnership BID, reported on Small
Business Saturday. Commissioner Mossi added that President Obama visited Pleasant Pops that
day. Ms. Barden also reported that Adam Morgan businesses are featured in an American
Express video.
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V. Scheduled Business
a. Planning, Zoning, and Transportation
i. 16th Street Transit Study
Megan Kanagy, a planner from the District Department of Transportation, gave an overview of the
th
16 Street Transit Study and handed out fact sheets about the project. She explained that three
th
basic alternatives are being considered to improve bus performance on 16 Street from Arkansas
Avenue to H Street, and that the final draft would probably be a blend of all three alternatives. She
reported that public input was received over the past year through public meetings and a Citizen
Advisory Group. She said the advisory group would meet again on December 15, and a final public
meeting is tentatively scheduled for January 20, 2016.
Ms. Kanagy presented options such as permanent bus lanes; rush-hour only bus lanes; removal of
some bus stops, if they are within one block of another stop; and off-board fare payment. She
covered estimated times that each potential improvement might save and what that might mean in
th
longer times for cars traveling the 16 Street corridor. She added that it is not too late for members
of the public to provide feedback on the proposals.
Commissioner Guthrie asked who would be deciding the final course of action. Ms. Kanagy said it
would be the DDOT director, but he reports to the Mayor, and that the City Council would also
weigh in on this.
Commissioner Buffa asked for estimates for travel times for cars during peak times under the
alternatives. Ms. Kanagy said she would get exact numbers for him.
Commissioner Buffa also asked if V Street was considered a medium density stop. Ms. Kanagy
said it was medium density but noted that it is only a block from U Street. She added that the stop
one block to the north at Crescent Place does not meet WMATA safety standards (because it
overlaps a driveway) and so they are looking at moving that stop further south, closer to Belmont
Place. Commissioner Buffa asked for clarification that U Street is high density stop; and that
Crescent Place is a medium density stop. Ms. Kanagy confirmed those points.
Commissioner Buffa asked about the number of parking spaces that would be lost under the
alternatives involving permanent bus lanes. Ms. Kanagy confirmed that roughly 500 parking spaces
th
would be lost on 16 street from 7 am to 10pm with dedicated bus lanes; but that under the
alternative involving rush-hour only bus lanes it would be closer to 100 or 150 parking spots lost
during peak hours. She said the exact numbers are available on the website in a parking
spreadsheet.
th

Commissioner Guthrie asked about failed intersections. He said he thought Euclid and 16 was
considered to be a failed intersection with back-ups of more than a block. Ms. Kanagy said she
would check, but definitely W Street was a failed intersection.
Commissioner Gambrell asked about signal prioritization. Ms. Kanagy said that the proposal right
now was to use a transponder to keep buses evenly spaced. She said the benefit would be in
reliability, not in reducing overall travel time.
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Commissioner Gambrell asked for clarification about the expected slow down for automobile traffic
under the bus lane scenarios and said that hypothetically a positive factor could be that buses in
dedicated lanes would be out of the way of the cars. Ms. Kanagy said it is hard to put a number on
that at this point, but it could be true. She also noted that traffic probably doesn’t move as well as
the model indicates, with or without bus lanes, and that the model is a tool to help understand the
magnitude of the difference between alternatives. Ms. Kanagy said the model estimates the travel
time for a car southbound on the corridor from Arkansas Avenue to H Street during peak hours is
currently 16 minutes; under the alternative with permanent bus lanes, the model predicts that car
travel time would increase to 25 minutes; and under the alternative with rush hour bus lanes, the
model predicts that car travel in the peak direction would be 17 minutes. She said the off-peak
direction travel times are predicted to be higher than the peak direction. Currently the model
optimistically estimates that it only takes 11 minutes to go north in the morning when peak travel is
heading south, and predicts that travel times would increase to 38 minutes under the permanent
bus lane alternative; or to 23 minutes under rush-hour bus lane alternative.
Commissioner Buffa asked for clarification on the estimated times. Ms. Kanagy confirmed the
numbers but stressed they are preliminary estimates.
Commissioner Huezo asked if under rush-hour bus lane alternative all buses would have off-board
fare payment. Ms. Kanagy answered that only the S9 buses would have off-board fare payment
and all-door boarding under this alternative. She said they are just testing some ideas and that this
option would require hiring more people for inspection and installing equipment.
A member of the public asked if the bus lane would be the curb lane. Ms. Kanagy confirmed that
the curb lane would be the bus lane. She said that if it were to be a permanent bus lane, it would
be painted red so people would know not to drive in it. She said if it is a rush-hour only bus lane, it
could not be painted differently; so it would be indicated by lane markings and signs. She noted that
overhead signs are not permitted under historic viewshed regulations.
Commissioner Reynolds asked of the three alternatives, which would result in more success in
being able to board a bus because it is not already full when it pulls up. Ms. Kanagy said she
hopes all three alternatives would help with that by evenly spacing buses to spread out demand;
keeping buses on schedule; and perhaps adding articulated, longer buses. She said additional
buses for the corridor are also a possibility. Commissioner Reynolds stressed that increasing the
chance of getting on a bus is the end goal for him. Ms. Kanagy said that they are trying to structure
all three alternatives to improve reliability and capacity. She said reducing bunching of buses and
speeding up buses to get more runs down the corridor will allow more people to board.
Commissioner Reynolds also asked for clarification about extending time restrictions on parking.
Commissioner Huezo asked about levels of ridership through the day. Ms. Kanagy answered that
th
16 Street more riders are mostly peak time riders.
Denis James asked about the number of bus riders compared to the number of vehicles traveling
the corridor each day. Ms. Kanagy said there are roughly 20,000 bus riders per week day and the
vehicles are in the range of 27,000 to 32,000. She said there are more people driving per day
overall, but there are more bus riders than car drivers during peak times.
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Denis James asked about where most passengers get on the bus. Ms. Kanagy said many buses
are full when they leave Silver Spring, but Spring Road, Columbia Heights, and Euclid are also
heavy for loading passengers. She also noted that some buses originate at Harvard Street.
Chris Otten thanked Ms. Kanagy for the presentation, but said he thought more data needs to be
brought to the public. He said each option has negative and positive impacts and noted in particular
the impact on some riders having to walk farther to bus stop if stops are eliminated. He also said it
seems like short time frame for comment. Ms. Kanagy noted that the transit study has been
engaging with the public for much of the year, and said she has stacks of data, but had only ten
minutes to present it at this meeting. She also noted that bus stop removal is proposed only where
there is another stop within one block.
Chris Otten asked whether shorter buses could maneuver more easily in traffic. Ms. Kanagy said
that is possible, but in order to fit more riders on the buses they are actually considering extending
the length of buses.
Commissioner Huezo asked about statistics for wheel chairs and people with disabilities getting on
or off the buses. Ms. Kanagy said WMATA had some data and more was collected for the study.
She added that not all stops are ADA compliant and they are looking for boarding areas that need
to be improved.
Commissioner Gambrell noted that he participated in the study over the last six months and
thanked Ms. Kanagy for her time. He noted that DDOT has presented a lot of data and discussed
th
the potential benefit of rush-hour bus lanes since approximately half the people that travel the 16
Street corridor are on buses. He explained that he and Commissioner Buffa drafted a resolution to
reflect which of the various proposals under the three alternatives ANC 1C might support or
oppose, along with a summarization of what is in study.
th

Commissioner Gambrell then moved that ANC 1C adopt a resolution regarding 16 Street Transit
which he modified to fill in data on page 3 of the summary regarding travel times under different
options. He also added a sentence stating, “However, there will be an impact on slower auto travel
which may be particularly pronounced under Alternative 2. Under Alternative 3, that travel may be
a slow-down of 1 minute southbound in the morning; 12 additional minutes heading northbound in
the morning; 8 additional minutes heading southbound in the evening; and 5 additional minutes
heading northbound in the evening.” Chair Simpson seconded the motion.
Commissioner Buffa offered a friendly amendment to remove the first three pages of preamble from
the resolution to make it more likely to be acted upon by DDOT. Several Commissioners said they
found the preamble useful as an explanation, but no Commissioner objected to the amendment so
the first three pages were removed from the resolution.
Commissioner Huezo offered a friendly amendment to adding language to the last bullet of the
resolution to recommend that the community be involved in a review of the study two years after
implementation. There was no opposition to the friendly amendment, so it was adopted as well as a
clarification that the study would be performed by DDOT.
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Commissioner Buffa thanked Ms. Kanagy for all the work that went into this study. He said it seems
that DDOT has wanted bus lanes for a long time. He noted that there are still more people in cars
than buses and that only 5% of the total bus travel time is due to congestion. He said many people
travel northbound in the morning and they will have only one lane and added that the models DDOT
is using do not accurately reflect current travel times. He said he hopes the ANC will either remain
neutral on bus lanes or oppose them.
Commissioner Buffa also said that V Street is a medium density stop and removing it would only
save 30 seconds. He said it would be difficult for an elderly or disabled person to have to walk uphill
either in morning or night to get to the next stop. He said that residents who pay a premium to live
close to downtown are sacrificing their bus service for folks who live in Silver Spring or even farther
out. He also noted that U Street is high density stop, so pushing people to U Street is not a viable
solution, because it would make travel worse. Commissioner Buffa said he shares the goal of
increasing the use of public transit, but if it is not convenient people won’t use it. He said the result
will be more cars on the main streets and if the main streets are congested it will push more cars
into the side streets. He said that the ANC 1C has an obligation to save the V Street stop for its
constituents.
Commissioner Buffa also raised the issue of converting the S1 service into the equivalent of S9
th
service. He said the only way to go westward from 16 Street is S1 and there should be more S1
buses, not fewer.
Commissioner Buffa spoke in favor of better enforcement of the parking regulations. He suggested
that DDOT try other improvements first and if they fail then try the bus lanes. He added that he
canvassed his neighbors and sent a letter to DDOT containing these points.
Commissioner Buffa then moved a resolution to strike the first bullet of Commissioner Gambrell’s
resolution in support of rush-hour bus lanes and replace it with: “ANC 1C believes that DDOT
th
should attempt all other improvements on 16 Street for two years. If after two years, this does not
improve travel times for bus users, ANC 1C recommends that a bus lane be considered.”
Commissioner Guthrie seconded the motion. Commissioners Guthrie and Gambrell asked how
improvement would be measured after two years. Commissioner Buffa said maybe it could just be a
re-evaluation after two years.
Commissioner Reynolds suggested allowing it to sunset after two years unless there are
improvements. Commissioner Buffa said that it is such a dramatic change once the lanes shift and
he would rather see the less dramatic improvements tried first.
Commissioner Simpson clarified that Commissioner Gambrell’s resolution supports just the rush
hour dedicated bus lane. He agreed that this is bus-focused study, but that is as it should be when
buses constitute only 3 percent of the vehicles on the corridor, but they convey 50 percent of the
people, they provide transportation for people who cannot afford cars, and they are better for the
environment. He said it is incumbent on the ANC and the community to support these values.
Commissioner Simpson also said that he disagreed with Commissioner Buffa’s interpretation of the
data. He noted that the number of parking spaces affected would only be 100 to 150 during rush
hours and they would be returned to use at night when they are most needed, or during the middle
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of the day for commerce or errands. Commissioner Simpson also clarified that the congestion figure
of 5 percent was only when a bus comes to a complete stop because of traffic; it does not account
for slowdowns due to traffic. He added that for some problems there is no room for improvement,
for example buses getting stopped at lights. He noted that getting buses out of congestion is a big
part of all the possible solutions and concluded by saying he supports the proposal for bus lanes
during rush hours and he hoped the other Commissioners would as well.
Commissioner Huezo noted that Metro was once controversial, too, and suggested that the
Commissioners be more open to bus lanes as an option for the future.
Denis James asked how DDOT can get more people out of their cars and into the buses. Ms.
Kanagy said that improving capacity, evening out demand, and running additional buses will help
th
get more bodies on the buses. She added that some people walk to 16 Street to take the bus
because it flows better and said she hopes improved service will inspire more people to get out of
their cars. She noted that many people moving into the area are not bringing cars.
Chris Otten said he would like to see a survey done to see if there are disabled or elderly residents
who need certain stops.
A member of public said bus lanes make sense to him.
th

Commissioner Guthrie asked how often buses are supposed to come down 16 Street. Ms. Kanagy
said the frequency during peak times is every 2 minutes and in the off-peak hours 5 to 10 minutes.
Commissioners then voted 2 to 5 against Commissioner Buffa’s proposal to replace the first
bullet regarding bus lanes.
Commissioner Buffa then proposed modifying the bullet in Commissioner Gambrell’s resolution that
addresses proposed reduction of service for S1, S2, and S4 lines. He proposed deleting the last
sentence and adding a new bullet stating “ANC 1C opposes reducing service on the S1 bus by
th
making it a limited stop service akin to the S9. The S1 is the only western route servicing 16 Street
and currently has an insufficient number of buses as compared to the S2 and S4. ANC 1C calls on
DDOT to increase S1 service, not degrade it by making it a limited stop service akin to the S9.”
Commissioner Guthrie seconded the motion.
Commissioner Buffa explained that the purpose of this proposed amendment was to strengthen the
language regarding the S1 bus route. He said the number one thing he heard from his constituents
was not to take their bus route away. He said it seems short-sighted to reduce S1 service. Ms.
Kanagy said they are no longer proposing to truncate the S1, but truncation of the S2 and S4 is still
on the table.
Commissioner Gambrell asked for more input from Ms. Kanagy on this. She answered that the
rationale behind fewer stops for the S1 was to make it move faster, but there is always a trade-off
between moving the bus and providing access to the bus. She said the proposal is to truncate the
S2 and S4 at McPherson Square.
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Commissioner Huezo asked for clarification of Commissioner Buffa’s proposal. Benedicte Aubrun
commented that it is important to keep Federal Triangle as the end destination of the bus route.
She said they should not take away something that is working. Another member of the public asked
if it is possible that truncation would be for either S2or S4, but not both. Ms. Kanagy said that was
possible.
Commissioners then voted 6 to 0 with 1 abstaining to adopt Commissioner Buffa’s
amendment regarding S1 service.
Commissioner Buffa then proposed an amendment to strike the first bullet regarding the V Street
bus stop and replace it with, “The V Street bus stop is a medium density bus stop. Removing it will
harm our constituents and force people to walk longer distances to access the bus, especially
people with limited mobility. Worse, the adjacent stops are already overcrowded. Moving more
people to those stops will make travel times worse. U Street is a high density stop already. ANC 1C
opposes removal of the V Street stop.” Commissioner Guthrie seconded the motion.
Chair Simpson said he thought there was wisdom in relying on DDOT’s data on this. There are
nearby stops at Euclid and at Crescent Place and it is a short distance from Florida Avenue down
to the U Street stop. He said he understands DDOT’s determination that people would still be wellserved without the V Street stop.
Commissioner Guthrie said people would have to cross U Street and New Hampshire Avenue to
get to the U Street bus stop, which is not situated well to accommodate additional waiting
passengers. He said there are big apartment buildings near the V Street stop and riders would be
ill-served by having to hike up the hill versus going down to U Street. He said saving 30 seconds
per stop does not justify losing the V Street stop and DDOT should keep it.
Commissioner Gambrell said he had been on the fence on this issue but he is inclined to support
Commissioner Buffa’s amendment given the variables which Commissioner Guthrie illustrated.
Commissioner Huezo said he thought having the V Street stop is important especially in bad
weather and for the elderly for whom a few feet can make a difference.
A member of public said she uses that stop and there are times when you can’t get on at V, but it is
even harder to get on at U Street. She said there are a number of elderly people coming out of
nearby buildings that use that stop.
Chris Otten said he thought it would be a disservice to remove the V Street stop. He also said
senior housing locations need to be in the data. Ms. Kanagy said they did consider senior housing
and emphasized that she was at this meeting to hear concerns like this. She said nothing has been
decided; these are just options. She added that they have been meeting with the public since
March. She also mentioned that MetroAccess is also available, but she acknowledged that can
result in long waits.
Commissioners then voted 6 to 1 to strike the bullet in Commissioner Gambrell’s resolution
addressing the V Street stop and add Commissioner Buffa’s language expressing ANC 1C’s
opposition to removing the V Street stop.
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th

Benedicte Aubrun raised the issue of residents parking on 16 Street when their streets are being
th
cleaned, starting at 9:30 am. She said that tow trucks also haul cars to 16 Street during street
th
cleaning. She suggested synchronizing street cleaning with the 16 Street rush hour parking
th
restrictions so that residents can still park on 16 Street. Ben Case of the Mayor’s office said he
could work with the Department of Public Works on that.
Commissioner Buffa noted that traffic gets bad around 9:25 am because cars are starting to
position themselves to park at 9:30. He said moving the parking restriction to 10 am is actually a
th
good idea. He said parking restrictions on 16 Street are an obvious way to improve bus travel.
Chair Simpson asked whether any Commissioner wanted to propose a resolution regarding parking
restrictions.
Commissioner Reynolds moved a resolution asking DDOT to keep the evening rush hour parking
restrictions at the current 4:00 pm to 6:30 pm. Commissioner Mossi seconded the motion.
Commissioner Reynolds explained that the restriction is a burden on those returning home and
looking for parking spots. Commissioner Gambrell asked Ms. Kanagy what the impact would be on
bus efficiency. She said extending the parking restriction to 7:00 pm would help keep the buses
moving.
Benedict Aubrun said ending parking restrictions at 6:30 pm would help both residents and
businesses.
A member of the public predicted that people will not want to wait till 7 pm to park and they will
oppose bus lanes if it means they can’t park till 7 pm.
Chris Otten said the DC rush hour lasts from 3:30pm to 7:30pm. He said he thought 7pm seems
like a good compromise.
Commissioner Guthrie said uniformity across the city helps. He said DC parkers are used to the
6:30 pm restriction.
Chair Simpson said he respected all those statements, but thought 7pm was a good compromise.
Commissioner Reynolds asked for a roll call vote on his motion to keep the parking
restriction at 6:30 pm. The motion failed by a vote of 3 to 4. Commissioners Reynolds,
Mossi, and Guthrie voted aye. Commissioners Huezo, Buffa, Simpson, and Gambrell voted
no.
th

A member of the public noted that a comprehensive letter on the 16 Street transit proposal was
sent from the residents of Beekman Place condominiums and it is posted on the Beekmanplace.org
website.
Denis James asked whether there would be a resolution on the street cleaning issue. Chair
Simpson said the Commission could address that at a later time.
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th

Commissioners then voted 6 to 1 to pass Commissioner Gambrell’s 16 Street Transit
resolution as amended. Commissioners Reynolds, Huezo, Simpson, Mossi, Guthrie, and
Gambrell vote aye; and Commissioner Buffa voted no.
Chair Simpson thanked Ms. Kanagy for providing background and answering questions. She
added that her contact information was on the sheets she handed out if people have additional
comments or questions.
th

(16 Street Transit resolution as passed follows on next two pages.)
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ii. Proposed Development on Scottish Rite Parking Lot – Public Space
Representatives from EastBanc developers presented plans for a residential building on the
Scottish Rite parking lot. They proposed curb cuts on Mozart Place for their parking entrance and
exit and the entrance and exit to their loading dock, explaining that DDOT does not want additional
curb cuts on Columbia Road. The developer said the loading dock is large enough to enable 30foot trucks to enter and turn around within the building, however, as they exit, their turning radius
would require losing parking four parking spaces on Mozart Place across from the building. She
said a possibility would be to limit the times when loading occurs and to allow evening parking for
the community. She also mentioned the possibility of 55 foot trucks being able to roll over the
sidewalk to enter from Columbia Road. She noted that they are only addressing public space
issues at this point, but they realize the project is in a historic district which will eventually require
review from that standpoint. The developer said architects have not really started on the detailed
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design process, but there will probably be 90 to 120 units, with a courtyard between the building
and the Scottish Rite.
Commissioner Buffa clarified that the Commission was only discussing public space issues at this
meeting and that concerns about design, structure, and historic review would be considered at a
later date.
Kristen Barden said she is a tenant in the Festival Center which is next door and asked if the
developers had met with anyone at the Festival Center. The developers answered that they are just
getting the ground rules established from a public space standpoint now and will reach out to
neighbor buildings during the design phase. Ms. Barden said that the loss of four parking spaces
will affect organizations housed in the Festival Center and their volunteers. She also asked if there
would be public parking in the proposed building, which would alleviate the loss of spots. The
developers said that has not yet been determined, but the plan is for 75 to 80 parking spaces on 2
levels.
Ms. Barden also asked if there would be retail space in the building, adding that it would be
welcome. The developers said they don’t know yet. Ms. Barden also confirmed that the curb cut
would be where the current one is and that the proposal is for apartments, not condominiums.
Benedicte Aubrun asked about the size of the apartments. The developers said there would be a
variety of one, two, and three bedroom apartments, but not many studios.
Denis James asked about the height of the building and its set back. Chair Simpson said the PZT
Committee will consider those issues in a later meeting.
Chair Simpson clarified that in reference to a prior comment, additional retail might not be welcome
by all neighbors. He then moved a resolution calling on DDOT to ensure that the four parking
spaces on Mozart Place across from the proposed development at the Scottish Rite site remain in
place.
Commissioner Buffa seconded the resolution and offered a friendly amendment to add “at all times”
at the end of the first sentence, which was adopted without opposition. Commissioner Huezo
offered a friendly amendment to add the word “safely” after the words “turning radius.” The
amendment was adopted without opposition.
Commissioner Buffa noted that the new development at the Italian Embassy building next door will
also impact parking and said he thinks the developers have to contemplate a design change that
will allow trucks to make the turn without losing any on-street parking. He said he agreed with
DDOT’s determination that longer trucks could enter over the sidewalk on Columbia Road.
Commissioner Buffa said he supports Chair Simpson’s resolution because he doesn’t think four
parking spaces should be sacrificed for the project. He asked the developers to work on a redesign. The developers answered that they worked with DDOT on this and they are between a
rock and a hard place because Mozart Place is so narrow. Commissioner Buffa replied that it is
incumbent on the developers to work with DDOT for an accommodation that protects street parking
and allows the entrance to be sufficiently wide.
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Chair Simpson added that the two existing curb cuts already look really wide, but ultimately it will be
up to DDOT to decide.
Kristen Barden added that it might help if could the public could park in the new building.
Chair Simpson made a friendly amendment to add that any Commissioner be authorized to
represent the ANC 1C before DDOT on this matter. There was no opposition to the amendment so
it was adopted.
Commissioners then voted 7 to 0 to pass the resolution as amended.

iii. Appeal of Permits for 1835 Ontario Place NW
Commissioner Buffa introduced a resolution regarding the appeal of permits for 1835 Ontario Place
NW on the basis of multiple Zoning Administrator errors, including a determination to grant a
parking credit as a result of deeming a garage as a shed as well as an adjacent finished grade
determination. The resolution was recommended by the Planning, Zoning, and Transportation
Committee, so it did not need a second.
Commissioner Buffa offered a friendly amendment to add the words “issued as of October 22,
2015” and language authorizing any ANC 1C Commissioner to speak on behalf of the Commission
before the Board of Zoning Adjustment on this matter. Commissioners discussed whether the other
appellants from the neighborhood should be listed in the resolution and whether they could speak
for the ANC. Commissioners then adopted the friendly amendment without opposition.
A neighbor asked about scheduling of hearings. Commissioner Gambrell said he would meet with
neighbors the following week to work on what they would submit to BZA. He said BZA would
schedule a hearing, but before that neighbors can add to the record. He said he didn’t think
hearing would be scheduled before March. He noted that there is a stop work order on the property
right now.
Commissioners then passed the resolution as amended by a vote of 7 to 0.
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b. ABC and Public Safety
i. Starbuck’s Application for Beer and Wine Restaurant License
Commissioner Guthrie announced that ANC 1C has come to an agreement with Starbucks to allow
them to offer wine and beer during limited times – closing at 11pm. He reported that Starbucks
agreed to other standard provisions and no entertainment endorsement, and that Starbucks and the
Kalorama Citizens’ Association have signed the agreement. Commissioner Guthrie then moved that
ANC 1C approve the settlement agreement and authorize him to sign on behalf of the Commission.
Commissioner Reynolds seconded the motion.
Commissioner Buffa said he thought it was a fair agreement; that he thinks Starbucks is a good
corporate citizen; and he did not see any problem with allowing them to make some money during
non-coffee drinking hours.
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Chris Otten noted that the rent is such in our neighborhood that even Starbucks has to sell alcohol.
He also said that Starbucks is against labeling GMO ingredients.
Tony Harvey compared coffee shops here to those in Rome where they can serve anything and he
hoped that we become as civilized in our behavior towards alcohol as they are in Rome.
Commissioner Huezo asked about advertising and marketing plans for this change. A
representative from Starbucks said they will not do any advertising.
Kristen Barden asked how many Starbucks in the city were applying to serve beer and wine. The
Starbucks representative said they have approvals for 6 of the 9 proposed locations.
Commissioners then voted 7 to 0 to approve the settlement agreement with Starbucks.
(Text of agreement follows on next three pages.)
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ii. Transfer of Location for Rioja Market B License
Commissioner Guthrie reported that it was not clear whether what Rioja Market is proposing was by
right. He moved that ANC 1C protest Rioja Market’s proposed change of license on the basis that
it would have an adverse affect on peace, order, and quiet in the community. Chair Simpson
seconded the motion.
Chair Simpson said part of the problem is that more information was needed, but this application is
to transfer a license to sell beer and wine for people to consume off premises. Commissioner
Guthrie said it looks like they are trying to keep it within the grocery store exception for selling
alcohol. Commissioner Mossi asked about the specific location and the owners. Commissioner
Guthrie said there may an issue with commonality of ownership and ANC 1C needs to protest in
order to keep a place at the table until they figure out more. Commissioner Mossi said it would be
helpful to have transparency about this. Commissioner Guthrie said the protest would give ANC 1C
an opportunity to negotiate some parameters such as hours with the owners, adding that the
proposed location (1824 Columbia Road) may encourage people to buy alcohol then sit on the
ledge in the plaza and drink it.
Commissioners then voted 5 to 0 with 1 abstaining to adopt the motion to protest Rioja
Market’s application for transfer of license on the basis that it would have an adverse affect
on peace, order, and quiet in the community.

iii. Waiver of New Year’s Eve Restrictions
Commissioner Guthrie moved that ANC 1C adopt a resolution relaxing its settlement agreement
provisions regarding hours for establishments on New Year’s Eve. He explained that this is the
same resolution that Commissioners approved last year allowing establishments to extend their
hours until 4 am and to provide entertainment even if they don’t regularly have it. Chair Simpson
seconded the motion. Commissioner Buffa offered a friendly amendment to add a missing comma
that was adopted without opposition.
Commissioner Huezo asked about the rationale for approving the extended hours. Chair Simpson
said it is a pragmatic approach and a way of showing that ANC 1C can make reasonable
accommodations. Commissioner Huezo said he understands it pragmatically but not philosophically
and thinks it needs to be discussed. Commissioner Guthrie said he didn’t disagree with
Commissioner Huezo philosophically, but they do need to recognize that establishments in Adams
Morgan want to be on an even playing field with the rest of the District. Chair Simpson also noted
that the ABC Board has allowed hours restrictions to be removed when establishments request
that.
Commissioners then voted 5 to 1 to adopt the resolution waiving hour restrictions in
settlement agreements on New Year’s Eve.
Resolution Relaxing Provisions of Adams Morgan Settlement Agreements
to Allow Participation by On-Premise Establishments for New Yearʼs Eve
2015
Resolved that Advisory Neighborhood Commission 1C has decided to relax provisions
in its ABC Settlement Agreements with all on-premise license holders within the
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boundaries of ANC 1C to provide that the licensees may apply to ABRA through the
Extended House program, and operate until 4 am only for the night of December 31,
2015 into January 1, 2016;
Resolved that ANC1C has no objection to any on-premise licensee, whether there is a
Settlement Agreement or not, applying for and participating in the program, only for the
night of December 31, 2015 into January 1, 2016;
Resolved that the hours and provisions governing entertainment under an
Entertainment Endorsement in ANC1Cʼs Settlement Agreements also be relaxed and
extended until 4am for the night of December 31, 2015 into January 1, 2016;
Resolved that Adams Morgan licensees without an Entertainment Endorsement may
seek one-day substantial changes to allow them to offer entertainment until 4 am only
for the night of December 31, 2015 into January 1, 2016;
Resolved that no 24 hour overnight operation be permitted.

c. Public Services and the Environment
i. Adams Morgan Vision Framework Draft
Commissioner Gambrell moved to request that the DC Office of Planning extend its December 8,
2015 deadline for comments on the draft Adams Morgan Vision Framework by 60 days. He said the
current turn-around was too fast to provide substantive comments. Commissioner Buffa seconded
the motion.
Commissioner Guthrie said it is a reasonable request considering this document is supposed to be a
comprehensive vision of the future.
Chris Otten asked about inviting the Office of Planning to attend another committee meeting to
discuss this. He also offered a proposal to include specific tools for affordable housing. Chair
Simpson encouraged him to send his comments to Josh Silver at the Office of Planning, but also
encouraged members of the public to write their proposals as specific bullets that can be inserted
into the vision document to make it more likely they will be included in the final document.
Commissioners then voted 6 to 0 to pass the resolution requesting a 60-day extension of the
deadline for comments on the draft Adams Morgan Vision Framework.

VI. Adjournment
Commissioner Buffa moved to adjourn at 10:45 pm. Commissioner Gambrell seconded the motion which
passed unanimously.
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